<Agenda Friday, March 24th/>
08.30-09.20

DOORS OPEN

09.20-09.40

ROOM N10 | ON STREAMING N11: OPENING BY CODEMOTION

KEYNOTES
09.40-10.00

R O O M N 1 0 | O N S T R E A M I N G N 1 1 : From bots to machine learning: How the 4th Industrial Revolution will forever change how we live, work, play and learn b y J o s e d e C a s t r o ( C i s c o )

10.00-10.20

R O O M N 1 0 | O N S T R E A M I N G N 1 1 : Elementary, Watson! Diving into the cognitive world b y R o s s e l l a D e G a e t a n o ( I B M ) , E l i s a b e t t a R i n a l d i ( I B M )

10.30-11.10

ROOM N10: The Secrets of High Performance: Science Edition by Nicole Forsgren (DORA)

11.10-11.30

11.30
12.10

COFFEE BREAK

Room N1
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Room DS1

Room N4
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# C O N TA I N E R S

Dave Lewis (Akamai Technologies)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

Tanay Pant (Mozilla Foundation)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

#Codelab

This talk will examine the tools, methods
and data behind the DDoS attacks that are
prevalent in the news headlines.
Using information collected, I will
demonstrate what the attackers are using
to cause their mischief and mayhem and
examine the timeline and progression of
attackers as they move from the historical
page defacers to the motivated DDoS
attacker. I will look at the motivations and
rationale that they have and try to share some
sort of understanding as to what patterns to
be aware of for their own protection.

There has been a surge in the development
of virtual reality applications with the
production of easily accessible and
sophisticated VR devices such as Oculus Rift,
HTC Vive and Samsung Gear. Frameworks
like A-Frame developed by the MozVR team
combined with cheap alternatives such as
Google Cardboard allows the developers to
leverage the power of the web. The attendees
of this talk would learn about the WebVR API,
using A-Frame to build virtual worlds, creating
virtual worlds for modern content display
(such as reddit posts, news feeds, Instagram
photos) as well as game development.

What can we learn from 750
billion GitHub events
and 42 TB of code

# I N S P I R AT I O N A L

Con te non ci lavoro

Francesco Fullone (ideato)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner
Ogni azienda ha una serie di criteri, più
o meno condivisibili, per la scelta dei
collaboratori esterni con cui portare avanti
progetti. Nel nostro caso questi criteri sono
un risultato delle nostre passate esperienze
lavorative, dei valori che abbiamo abbracciato
e dell’approccio che ci aspettiamo di trovare
nel suddetto collaboratore. Questo talk
presenta una sorta di vademecum operativo
utile a tutti i knowledge workers ed alle
aziende che vogliono collaborare con loro.

Microservices and the Inverse
Conway Manoeuvre

James Lewis (ThoughtWorks)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
Go faster than your competitors. That’s the
promise of microservices – deploy faster,
scale faster, be more robust. It’s all about
outcomes and the way your organisation is
structured has a tremendous impact on those
outcomes. it’s easy to say “Conway’s Law” and
then move swiftly on. “But but but, but how?”
In this talk James explores what we mean by
business capabilities and how architecture
and organisational design interact. He may
even mention Isomorphism.

Barbarians at the Gate(way)

# J AVA S C R I P T

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

Carlo Bonamico (NIS s.r.l.)
Sonia Pini (NIS s.r.l.)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

Mete Atamel (Google)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

Angular Rebooted:
Components Everywhere

Attracted by AngularJS power and simplicity,
you have chosen it for your next project.
Getting started with DataBinding, Scopes
and Controllers was relatively quick and
easy. But what do you need to effectively
bring a complex application to Production?
We discuss the new Component API, from
ngOnChanges to selecting different ways for
components to collaborate, from choosing
between Two-Way Binding and One-Way
Data Flow, to “smart” vs “dumb” components,
sharing recipes from our real world
experience so that you can productively &
reliably build a complex application out of
reusable Components.

Introduction to gRPC: A general
RPC framework that puts
mobile and HTTP/2 first
gRPC is a high performance, languageneutral, general RPC framework developed
and open sourced by Google. Built on the
HTTP/2 standard, gRPC brings many benefits
such as bidirectional streaming, flow control,
header compression, multiplexing and more.
In this session, you will learn about gRPC and
how you can use it in your applications.

Web Based Virtual Reality
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L’Application Economy obbliga l’IT a
correre alla stessa velocità del business.
Nel contempo l’entrata in vigore di nuove
stringenti normative in ambito sicurezza
impone l’adeguamento del Software Delivery
LifeCycle affinché queste possano essere
implementate e testate già dalle fasi iniziale
dello sviluppo, ottimizzando i tempi di
delivery e minimizzando il time to market.

Roberto De Ioris (20Tab)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner

Francesco Bonacci (Microsoft)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

Una delle caratteristiche salienti di
Unreal Engine 4 e’ la possibilita’ di essere
programmato attraverso un linguaggio visuale
a nodi denominato ‘Blueprint’. Per molti
programmatori si tratta di una vera e propria
eresia, secondo Epic e’ un ottimo modo per
permettere agli artisti e i designer di iniziare a
prototipizzare le loro creazioni. E’ davvero cosi’
? Si puo’ costruire un gioco utilizzando solo le
Blueprint senza aver bisogno di un monitor da
2000 pollici ? Le Blueprint possono davvero
essere usate da un artista senza basi di
programmazione ?

Xamarin.Forms Performance
Tips & Tricks

Xamarin.Forms is a framework for building
cross-platform applications that share most
of the UI codebase among the UWP, iOS and
Android platforms. Due to the higher level
of abstraction compared to Xamarin.Native,
Xamarin.Forms applications may suffer from
memory leaks and slow rendering times at
the expense of the final user experience. In
the session, we will explore the mechanisms
used by Xamarin.Forms to translate abstract
UI components into native ones, highlight
with demos what are the main bottlenecks
met by developer, how to solve them and
get close to native performances.

Regex-Fu

Juliette Reinders Folmer (Advies en zo)
Language: English - Level: Advanced
Regular expression, you either hate them or
you love them, but do you really know how
to harness their power ? Based on the PCRE
implementation, this talk will show you how to
get the most out of your /^regex(es)?$/, how
switches affect your results, how to be less
greedy, how to assert your power and let’s not
forget: when *not* to use regex.

#LANGUAGES

Rust: ovvero un moderno
linguaggio sicuro, pratico e
multithread
Eugenio Petullà (Mozilla)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate
Il giovanissimo linguaggio di programmazione
ideato da Mozilla è in grado di fondere
la sintassi espressiva e la flessibilità dei
linguaggi ad alto livello con il controllo e le
prestazioni dei linguaggi di basso livello. In
questo talk scopriremo le fondamenta di Rust
e analizzeremo alcune sue implementazioni
pratiche. Tornerete a casa e avrete voglia solo
di iniziare a scrivere codice installando i suoi
strumenti nativi, parola di Mozillian!

Building advanced Chats Bots
and Voice Interactive Assistants
Stève Sfartz (Cisco)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
If it takes minutes to code a simple bot,
building professional bots represents quite a
challenge. Soon you realize you need serious
programming and API architecture experience
but also “Bot” specific skills. In this session,
we’ll first show the code of advanced Chat
and Voice interactions, and then explore the
challenges faced when building advanced
Bots (Context storage, NLP approaches,
Bot Metadata, OAuth scopes), and discuss
interesting opportunities from latest
industry trends (Bot platforms, Serverless,
Microservices). This talk is about showing the
code and sharing lessons learnt.

Fortify your Web App:
Write Secure JavaScript Code
& Test it!
Christiane Goebels (SAP SE)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
Do you know what security breaches are
skulking in your JavaScript code? What does
it take to protect a modern web application
from attacks? This talk will give insight into
most common security issues in JavaScript
code - and into some which are less well
known. It will show how they can be exploited,
and how to prevent this. You will furthermore
find out how to test whether you’ve been
successful in securing your application,
showing different open source tools available
for this purpose .

Container orchestration:
the cold war
Giulio De Donato (XPeppers)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate
L’ecosistema degli orchestratori di container
è in rapido movimento, una galassia di
piattaforme e framework. Come si fa
a scegliere quello giusto per le vostre
esigenze? Vediamo tutti gli orchestratori in
commercio, con i loro pro e contro: DC/OS,
Kubernetes, Docker e anche quelli meno
famosi ma saranno promesse, e anche le
dinamiche e le scelte fatte.

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

Ferdinando Gorga (IBM)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner

Kamil Smuga (Salesforce)
Mihai Bojin (Salesforce)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Giuliano Iacobelli (Stamplay)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

In questa sessione mostriamo la
programmazione ibrida intesa come disciplina
per costruire moderni sistemi software
composti da moduli scritti in differenti
linguaggi, implementati su tipi differenti
di runtimes in cloud ed eventualmente
su differenti piattaforme cloud. Verranno
evidenziati e discussi i vantaggi e le
implicazioni, anche di business, di tale
modello in modo che ciascuna persona o
team in grado di implementare in software
una buona idea, potrà cogliere le opportunità
che l’era della digital transformation offre,
senza dover necessariamente fare degli
investimenti significativi.

# I N S P I R AT I O N A L

Urban Legends: What You Code
Makes You Who You Are

# D E S I G N / F R O N T- E N D

Progressive Web Apps:
trick or real magic?

PJ Hagerty (Logz.io)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

Maurizio Mangione (Accenture)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

If you were a carpenter, would your skills at
building be more important than the tools
you use to build? Skills, right? Tools are just
a means to an end. So why do developers
think the language they use defines the
problems they solve? This talk will take a look
at misconceptions across the board, some
experiences, both positive and negative,
people have had crossing barriers to new
languages, and show some of the benefits
thinking of one’s self as a coder and not a
“Ruby coder” or a “PHP dev” can have on
being a better problem solver.

Con il passare del tempo i siti e le applicazioni
diventano sempre più pesanti e gli utenti
consumano i loro contenuti prevalentemente attraverso dispositivi mobile. Due cose
che non vanno certo d’accordo. Rendere le
applicazioni performanti è un compito difficile
soprattutto quando ci sono variabili che non
possiamo controllare, come la connessione.
I Service Worker e altre tecniche che stanno
dietro le Progressive Web Apps possono
essere una risposta concreta a questo
problema.

#AI/MACHINE LEARNING

How to Leverage Machine
Learning (R, Hadoop, Spark,
H2O) for Real Time Processing

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

The road to a Service Oriented
Architecture is paved with
messages

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

Life of an SRE at Google:
ending the conflict between
DEV and OPS side
JC van Winkel (Google)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

We’ve all heard about DEVOPS and
companies adopting DEVOPS tactics and
strategies. But how can we limit the inherent
tension and resulting conflicts between DEV
and OPS side? That is bad for effectiveness,
the work environment and attrition. But we
want to have an organization that people love
to work at, keeps “the site” reliable and moves
systems forward at a high pace. In its 13 year
history, SRE have learned what happens
when you live by ground rules, such as
automation, launching fast and often, having
well defined SLAs and in case of outages,
writing blameless postmortems.

# C O N TA I N E R S

Docker Inside/Out:
the ‘real’ real-world of stacking
containers in production

Waehner Kai (TIBCO)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

Mauro Servienti (Particular Software)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Daniël van Gils (Cloud 66)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Big Data is key for innovation in many
industries today. Large amounts of historical
data are stored and analyzed in Hadoop,
Spark or other clusters to find patterns, e.g.
for predictive maintenance or cross-selling.
However: How do you increase revenue or
reduce risks in new transactions proactively?
Stream processing is the solution to embed
patterns into future actions in real-time. This
session discusses and demos how machine
learning and analytic models with R, Spark
MLlib, H2O, etc. can be build and integrated
into real-time event processing frameworks.
The session focuses on live demos.

One of the options on the table when
implementing a Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA), or the communication style across
multiple microservices, is based on messages
and a service bus. This talk will drive you
through the basic SOA building blocks,
introduce message based architectures, and
will connect the dots between technology
and architectural principles.

So you’ve already containerized the shit
out of your code, broken down monoliths,
microserviced the hell out of your app and
have run some awesome workloads in your
local, dev and test environments. It’s all
looking good, but now what? Running Docker
commands is one thing, but maintaining
containers in production is a whole other
ballgame. So during this talk I’ll show you the
REAL wild world of Docker in production. With
the added benefit of talking to and observing
how over 900 of our customers have been
using Docker in production.

# G A M E D E V/ V R

Debug, Analyze and Optimize
Games with Intel Tools
Matteo Valoriani (FifthIngeniunm)
Language: English - Level: Beginner
Use the full potential of your favorite platform
while improving a videogame’s frame
rate and performance with GPA (Graphic
Performance Analyzer), a free tool powered
by Intel. Featuring a convenient panel overlay,
you can quickly identify problem areas and
experiment with improvements without
having to recompile the source code.
System Analyzing to isolate common
bottlenecks that affect your game’s
performance in real time. Analyze
performance on a single frame down to the
draw call level. Identify where you can evenly
distribute workloads across the CPU and GPU.

# G A M E D E V/ V R

Kunos Simulazioni and Assetto
Corsa, behind the scenes
Alessandro Piva (Kunos Simulazioni s.r.l.)
Fabrizio Brugnaro (Kunos Simulazioni s.r.l.)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner
Basic rules and suggestions about how to
create a game, to get hired and more, and
things you need to know to port your game
on console.

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

#LANGUAGES

Glynn Bird (IBM)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Daniele Esposti (Badoo)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

If you implement a microservice architecture
correctly, you will end up with a proliferation
of different microservices; with multiple
instances of each one for redundancy.
Find out how you to get microservices to
automatically discover each other, share a
configuration with real-time updates. See how
to eliminate server management altogether
with “serverless” microservice frameworks.

Rust is a emerging system language
with the speed of C/C++, the ergonomics
of a functional language and the safety
of a modern dynamic language. In this
presentation I’ll expose the main feature of
the language which make it distinctive and
a good choice for fats and reliable software.

Microservice Plumbing

# C L O U D / B I G D ATA

An Introduction to Apache
Ignite
Mandhir Gidda (Gridgain Systems)
Language: English - Level: Beginner
Apache Ignite is a high-performance,
integrated and distributed in-memory
platform for computing and transacting on
large-scale data sets in real-time, orders
of magnitude faster than possible with
traditional disk-based or flash technologies.

Briefly Rust

#LANGUAGES

Asynchronous IO in Rust
Enrico Risa (OrientDB)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate
Rust is a system programming language
focused on safety, speed, and concurrency.
It’s standard library provides API for dealing
with I/O, but for now in a synchronous way.
In this talk we’ll dive into the ecosystem of
asynchronous libraries published so far on
crates.io and how to use them in order to
build robust, scalable, and production ready
network clients and servers.

Monitoring @ Scale in
Salesforce

Have you ever tried to monitor the health
of your service? You know, retrieving server
stats, application error counts and plotting
cool graphs? Measuring as much as possible
is crucial to understand how your software
behaves in production. But what if you had
to monitor “the cloud” with hundreds of
thousands of servers and customers? Alerts
can create “noise” and spam your team.
Would you be able to answer “how is my
user’s experience” at any given point in time?
This talk will present a case study on how
Salesforce approaches monitoring at scale by
putting a customer first.

Webhooks do’s and dont’s:
what we learned after
integrating +100 APIs

Le applicazioni moderne sono sempre più
orientate ad essere una composizione di
API e ad avere un architettura serverless,
per questo motivo chi sviluppa API non può
limitarsi ad esporre i più comuni endpoint
REST. I Webhook non possono mancare
in un’ API moderna ma non c’è nulla nella
letteratura delle API HTTP che si avvicini ad
un formato standard per la loro progettazione
dando vita alle implementazioni più disparate.
Dopo aver integrato oltre 100 API con
Stamplay vi raccontiamo quali sono i pro e i
contro delle scelte progettuali che si fanno
nello sviluppo di Webhook.

App Dev in the Cloud:
Not my circus, not my monkeys...
Eric D. Schabell (Red Hat)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

# J AVA S C R I P T

Unethical JavaScript
Giorgio Natili (Akamai Technologies)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
As Douglas Crockford said, JavaScript is one
of the most misunderstood languages. Also if
the new standardizations brought to a more
cohesive lingo, there are still development
habits that create unpredictable effects and
unreadable code. During this session, we’ll
dive in those habits discussing how the most
recent versions of ECMA script help to write a
cleaner and more sustainable JavaScript.

# I N S P I R AT I O N A L

Fullstack <*> guide
to the galaxy

Michele Franzin (SeeSaw s.r.l.)
Andrea Reginato (Lelylabs)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate
In ogni progetto si scambiano molte
informazioni tra vari attori: DEVs, PM, clienti...
Il più delle volte il grafo delle informazioni
che lega queste entità è debole, causando
un abbassamento della qualità delle scelte
fatte. Condivisione della documentazione,
comunicazione tra microservizi, rapporto
con gli stakeholder, ... siamo spesso
abituati a ragionare a compartimenti stagni.
Vedremo come un “Approccio Fullstack”
possa rimuovere questi blocchi, facendo
vedere come una maggiore condivisione
migliori la qualità delle scelte che riguardano
tecnologie, comunicazione, aspetti umani
e costi.

#AI/MACHINE LEARNING

Insights into Chatbot
Development - Implementing
Cross - Platform Chatbots
Barbara Ondrisek (Chatbots Agency)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

Overview over different chatbot platforms
and their features. How to implement a crossplatform chatbot for Facebook Messenger,
Skype, Telegram, WeChat, Kik... and all the
others.

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

Monitoring Big Data Systems
Done “The Simple Way”

# G A M E D E V/ V R

Comics and immersive
storytelling in Virtual Reality

# D E S I G N / F R O N T- E N D

Component-Based UI
Architectures for the Web

Demi Ben-Ari (Panorays)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Fabio Corrirossi (Oniride)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Andrew Rota (Wayfair)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Once you start working with Big Data systems,
you discover a whole bunch of problems you
won’t find in monolithic systems. Monitoring
all of the components becomes a big data
problem itself. In the talk we’ll mention
all of the aspects that you should take in
consideration when monitoring a distributed
system using tools like: Web Services,Spark,C
assandra,MongoDB,AWS. Not only the tools,
what should you monitor about the actual
data that flows in the system? We’ll cover
the simplest solution with your day to day
open source tools, the surprising thing, that it
comes not from an Ops Guy.

Virtual Reality is an undoubtedly ideal
storytelling platform, whichever the story.
After starting with the very first VR comic in
the world, “Magnetique”, a GearVR exclusive,
we’ll focus on telling virtual reality stories
without resorting to 360° videos. Drawing
techniques, stereoscopic coding, sequential
art tips and tricks. And more.
Our times allow for a unique opportunity
to tell old stories, anew.

Today UI frameworks for the web are
embracing the concept of “components”.
But what does a component-focused
architecture really mean? In this talk we’ll dive
into the theory behind component-based
UIs and what it means for the future of user
interfaces on the web.
At the conclusion of this talk, attendees
will have an understanding of what makes
component-based architectures distinct, and
why such an approach might be the ideal
solution for building web-based UIs.

# J AVA S C R I P T

# G A M E D E V/ V R

# C L O U D / B I G D ATA

Building a theming system
with React

Il game audio come processo
ingegneristico

Matteo Ronchi (Workwave)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Davide Pensato (dpstudios)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

In my career I’ve created several component
libraries, and always found it challenging and
rewarding at the same time. The engine we
developed at WorkWave is the result of such
attempts: it offers a great tradeoff between
flexibility and ease of use. Styling with inline
styles greatly simplifies the developer’s
work while the use of Aphrodite to output
real classes enables the full spectrum of css
features. I’ll show you the choices we made,
what problems have arisen while developing
the components and how we solved them,
hopefully helping you make better choices
for your own libraries.

Mostrare come il game audio è a tutti gli
effetti una professionalità che unisce ad
aspetti artistico creativi, forti competenze
tecnico informatiche. L’audio designer può
a tutti gli effetti considerarsi un ingegnere
del suono, che applica modelli, regole e
metodi rigorosi per ottenere il risultato. Tutto
questo all’interno del ciclo di produzione,
integrandosi con grafici, designer e
programmatori.

Full - Text Search Explained
Philipp Krenn (Elastic)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
Today’s applications are expected to provide
powerful full-text search. But how does that
work in general and how do I implement it
on my site or in my application? Actually, this
is not as hard as it sounds at first. This talk
covers: * How full-text search works in general
and what the differences to databases are.
* How the score or quality of a search result
is calculated. * How to implement this with
Elasticsearch. Attendees will learn how to add
common search patterns to their applications
without breaking a sweat.

#LANGUAGES

Getting started with Go
Florin Patan (YouView TV Ltd.)
Language: English - Level: Beginner
This talk focuses on people which are
interested the Go programming language and
want to learn it. In it I will present the various
resources new gophers have to learn Go,
what are the usual pitfalls and how to get help
when they are stuck.

#LANGUAGES

Golang and Domain Specific
Languages
Lorenzo Fontana (Kiratech)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
The world is full of Domain specific
langauges, and they are here for a reason.
Do you need to interact with a relational
database? SQL! Do you need to exchange
data in a human readable format? JSON! Any
level of interaction between humans and
computers needs a DSL and If you are writing
a program you may need to implement a DSL
at some point. Is that program is written in Go?
This is the talk you where looking for! We are
going to see how Golang enables you to write
your own lexer and parser in order to craft a
programming language or a DSL to deal with
your particular needs.

#MOBILE

How to embed Video Calls and
Messaging in your applications
without being a Media,
WebRTC, XMPP or SIP expert
Josh Reola (Cisco)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
If Messaging and Video communications
are now in our habits (whether WhatsApp,
Facebook Messenger, Cisco Spark…), it
is still pretty complicated to integrate
these capabilities in our Mobile and Web
applications. Announced at both Apple and
Cisco WW conferences in July 2016 (https://
developer.cisco.com/site/apple/), Cisco is
working on a SDK that allows developers to
add video capabilities to any apps with just
a few lines of code. Join this session to get
latest information about these SDKs and the
underlying Tropo and Spark architectures.

#REACTIVE PROGRAMMING

I have a stream - Insights in
Reactive Programming

Jan Carsten Lohmuller (Workplace
Solutions GmbH)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
Reactive Programming is described as the
next big thing of a programming paradigm.
When you take a look around in social
networks like Twitter or discussion platforms
like Stackoverflow you will find lots of
people talking about it. They even ask the
question what Reactive Programming is all
about. Yet people still get confused by the
question what Reactive Programming or even
Functional Reactive Programming is. Starting
off at this point of confusion we want to take a
closer look at Reactive Programming and the
concepts behind this paradigm.

#AI/MACHINE LEARNING

From a Developer’s POV:
is Machine Learning Reshaping
the World?
Simone Scardapane (University of Rome
“La Sapienza”)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner
There is no denying that machine learning
is rapidly reshaping the technological
horizon, fueled by increasing availability
of data, computing power, and software
(e.g., TensorFlow). Classical ML techniques
are becoming a common tool for the
everyday programmer, at the same time
that sophisticated deep learning models are
fueling driverless cars, advanced AI players,
and more. This talk will survey the ways in
which ML is impacting the programming
world, as we try to answer the following
questions: are we truly witnessing a new
AI resurgence? If yes, what should any
developer be aware of?

# D E S I G N / F R O N T- E N D

#MOBILE

#SECURITY

Anna Migas (Lunar Logic)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

Aristide Di Francesco (INDRA)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

Marco Ramilli (Yoroi)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

CSS animations have been around the
web for some time already and have been
helping us in many ways: they give the users
feedback on their actions, lead them through
a page, cheer them. Badly implemented
animations on the other hand can be deadly
to the website’s performance and the user’s
delight. Let’s learn together what are the best
techniques to get our animations smooth.

A key component of the creation of crossplatform applications to be able to share
code among several specific projects and
platform dependent. Each different platform
can only use the class libraries that have
been developed for that specific platform. In
Xamarin there are two main approaches to
the sharing code: Using Shared Asset Projects
(Shared Library) and the Portable Class
Library (PCL) Projects. In this session we will
see how and when to use the shared library,
or the PCL library and we will try to answer the
question: Shared or PCL?

Cyber security is one of the most challenging
topic in the current era. Cyber attacks are
becoming day by day more sophisticated
and difficult to be detected by automated
systems. People who understand cyber
threats and act to block cyber attacks are
defined as cyber analysts. But what do they
really do ? What dificulties do they meet and
what background should they have before
starting the “neverending” “cyber security”
learning path ? Why is not enough an
automated system ? Marco will talk about real
experiences on the cyber analyst field.

# C O N TA I N E R S

#MOBILE

# J AVA S C R I P T

Make your animations
perform well

Xamarin: Shared Library and
Portable Class Library

Cyber Analysts: who they are,
what they do, where they are

Resilient microservices with
Kubernetes
Mete Atamel (Google)
Language: English - Level: Beginner
Creating a single microservice is a well
understood problem. Creating a cluster of
load-balanced microservices that are resilient
and self-healing is not so easy. Managing that
cluster with rollouts and rollbacks, scaling
individual services on demand, securely
sharing secrets and configuration among
services is even harder. Kubernetes, an
open-source container management system,
can help with this. In this talk, we will learn
what makes Kubernetes a great system for
automating deployment, operations, and
scaling of containerized applications.

# D E S I G N / F R O N T- E N D

OMG, it’s all about SVG!

Agnieszka Naplocha (Adobe)
Language: English - Level: Beginner

Create cross-platform apps that
interact with Microsoft Graph
and Office 365
Lorenzo Barbieri (Microsoft Western
Europe)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate
Microsoft Graph is the access point to many
Microsoft APIs (Office 365, Outlook.com, Excel
Online, SharePoint, OneDrive, Skype, etc...)
and unlocks many scenarios like editing Office
documents stored in OneDrive from an app,
accessing user and organization data, interact
with mail, calendar and presence, receiving
a call when something change on a file,
directory, calendar item, and so on.
In this session we’ll see how to interact with
Microsoft Graph from many cross-platform
technologies, both client side (i.e. Xamarin)
and server side.

# C O N TA I N E R S

Kubernetes and lastminute.
com: our course towards better
scalability and processes

Have you ever thought that dabbling in SVG
and animating it might be a cumbersome
part of your work? Probably yes. To be honest,
I had thought the same before I actually
started playing with it. During my presentation
I’ll tell you why SVG is so hyped and powerful
right now, giving you a couple of creative
and fun examples. I’ll also show you how to
easily animate SVG using simple CSS
animations, which advantages SVG has over
other formats and finally I’ll shed a light on
SVG’s accessibility.

Michele Orsi (lastminute.com group)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

#MEETUP
Meetup DjangoGirls - L’approccio
femminile alla tecnologia:
le nostre esperienze, finora

#MEETUP

Emanuela Dal Mas (DjangoGirls Italia)
Iacopo Spalletti (DjangoGirls Italia)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner

Giorgio Di Nardo (Proge - Software)
Luca Congiu (Servizi Auto OnLine)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner

Il primo evento DjangoGirls in Italia è stato a
Roma, ospitato da Codemotion: un anno, 8
workshop, 60 coach e 300 partecipanti dopo,
possiamo tracciare un primo bilancio del
“metodo DjangoGirls”, provare a raccontare
l’energia che scorre in questi workshop,
e qual è l’importanza di coinvolgere tante
donne nell’imparare a costruire strumenti
tecnologici. Il movimento DjangoGirls sta
crescendo sempre di più e i prossimi mesi
saranno fitti di eventi per tutta Italia: partecipa
se sei interessata (o interessato!) all’idea. Fare
il coach è facile, ti possiamo dare una mano e
ci aiuterai a crescere.

Il Serverless Computing è l’ultima
frontiera della rivoluzione “cloud” della
programmazione ed enfatizza ulteriormente
la produttività caratteristica delle offerte PaaS.
Azure Functions è la soluzione di Serverless
Computing integrata in Azure,
con cui poter raggiungere rapidamente
l’obiettivo di organizzare la propria
applicazione a microservizi, o di integrarsi in
maniera flessibile con applicazioni esterne,
senza preoccuparsi dell’infrastruttura
sottostante. Azure Functions Deep Dive Giorgio Di Nardo ASP.NET Core with Azure
Functions - Luca Congiu.

Kubernetes adoption is straight forward
when starting from scratch or in public
clouds, but what the journey looks like when
your starting point is a legacy infrastructure
with high-traffic? In this talk we present our
experience that begun almost 1 year ago and
challenged everything inside our organisation.
Developer teams changed the way they work,
product owners benefit from the new speed
achieved and the need of new roles emerged
in IT department. We will explain our lessons
learnt and the way to get the best out
of this solution.

Event-Sourcing your ReactRedux applications
Maurice de Beijer (ABL - The Problem
Solver)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate
Most React-Redux applications store the
work in progress as is in a database. It is fine
to treat objects like this in a small application.
But this is not optimal when applications are
complex. Prefer the CQRS design pattern for
more complex applications. Combining this
with Event-Sourcing is an even more powerful
solution. Event-Sourcing ensures that every
action is stored as a separate domain event.
These domain events are the CQRS write
model. These events also project into a
secondary database. This projection builds
the CQRS read model for the application.

# I N S P I R AT I O N A L

Community in a nutshell for
developers
Alessio Fattorini (NethServer)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate
Creare una community di sviluppatori ed
utilizzatori intorno al proprio prodotto è
diventato ormai fondamentale. Persone
appassionate che forniscono feedback,
documentazione e casi d’uso, trovano bug,
suggeriscono feature e contribuiscono allo
sviluppo. Tutto questo crea innovazione,
attira contributor ed allarga la base di utenti
a dismisura. Vi spiegherò come rendere il
proprio prodotto una bomba creandogli
una intera community intorno, come gestire
discussioni aperte e coinvolgere le persone.
Consigli pronti per l’uso, cosa funziona e
cosa no.

NETWORKING BEER

17.50-18.30

MEETUPS

18.30

#MEETUP

#MEETUP

#MEETUP

Vitalij Zadneprovskij (Freelance)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

Luca Ferretti (Immobiliare.it)
Emanuele Macri (nois3)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner

Luca Lanziani (nearForm)
Language: Italian - Level: Beginner

Meetup Code Garden Roma e
Java User Group Roma: metodi
asincroni con Spring

19.30

# S E E YO U TO M O R R OW

# S E E YO U TO M O R R OW

# S E E YO U TO M O R R OW

Possiamo scrivere metodi asincroni anche in
Java e con Spring, anche senza dover usare
le ultime versioni della JVM o del framework.
Si parlerà di thread bloccati e altri stati del
thread. Le interfacce Executor della JDK
ci aiutano a gestire le chiamate asincrone;
vedremo come vengono implementate in
Spring. Ci saranno esempi di configurazioni
XML e con annotations.
Si parlerà di callback hell e di come evitarlo
usando la Completable Future.

Meetup DEED - il primo incontro
di Design <3 Development

Presentazione e primo incontro di DEED
(Design <3 Development), la nuova
community in cui Designer e Developer si
cercano, si parlano e si confrontano.
Un ponte tra silos troppo spesso isolati, per
far emergere il vero valore della
collaborazione. Durante l’incontro
un’anteprima dei temi trattati nei futuri
meetup con gli interventi di: Emanuele Macri
(nois3) -- “CSS Grid by Example” Luca Ferretti
(Immobiliare.it) -- “Partecipanti entusiasti
e dove trovarli” ... ovvero cosa ho imparato
facendo guerrilla usability testing in una città
dove caffè non è sinonimo di Starbucks.

Meetup RomaJS - introduzione
interattiva a Node.js
Da ormai qualche anno Node.js sta
prendendo sempre più piede sia in ambito
startup che in ambito enterprise, cerchiamo
di capire insieme di cosa si tratta, quali
sono le sue caratteristiche principali e
dove questo tool può dare il meglio di sé.
Inizieremo da una introduzione del JavaScript
runtime, descrivendo il suo sistema di I/O
non bloccante e le principali funzionalità
che mette a disposizione. Passeremo poi
all’enorme ecosistema di librerie (NPM),
mostrando le più famose e il loro utilizzo.

SPECIAL LOTTERY:
ONE OF THE
ATTENDEE OF THE
CODELAB, WILL BE
SELECTED TO WIN
AN APPLE WATCH!
To be eligible to win the
Apple Watch, be sure to
register to Cisco DevNet
platform.
Also, Cisco is bringing
to Codemotion a special
ChatBot Contest to be held
during the Codemotion
event: the first three
classified will be awarded
with: An iPhone7, a
Monorover Single Wheel
Self Balanced Electric
Monocycle
A Beyerdynamic
Headphones
In this lab you will definitely
get in touch with the new
Cisco capabilities provided
by Spark and Tropo services.

NETWORKING COFFEE
# C L O U D / B I G D ATA

Stève Sfartz, Josh Reola
Language: English
Level: from beginners to
experts

JOIN US WHEN YOU WANT!

# D E V O P S /A R C H I T E C T U R E

Hybrid Programming in Hybrid
Cloud: be ready to the success

Learn to build Bots
and add Video, SMS,
Voice to your apps
by using Cisco Spark
and Tropo

20 MINUTES
SESSIONS

TAKE YOUR CODEMOTION LUNCH BOX

When faced with all the hype around Cloud,
most application developers are not really
all that excited. Maybe you get that feeling
that it isn’t your problem, just leave me to my
applications. Let me show you why, as an
application developer, you can’t ignore your
Cloud stack anymore. We will examine your
Cloud stack anxieties and provide you with
a solutions to ease you into your first private
PaaS on your own local machine that you
can install in just minutes. Finally you will be
given a myriad of examples to take home with
you to take control of this circus and own the
monkeys!

17.10

Domenico Maracci (CA Technologies)
Stefano Sali (CA Technologies)
Language: Italian - Level: Intermediate

#MOBILE

Unreal Engine 4 Blueprints:
Odio e amore

15.50-16.10

16.10

Pronti per la legge sulla data
protection GDPR? No Panic!

# G A M E D E V/ V R

13.10-14.10

14.10

Cisco Lab

Room N11

“Data gives us insights into how people build
software, and the activities of open source
communities on GitHub represent one of
the richest datasets ever created of people
working together at scale.” --GitHub Universe
2016 We are going to analyze - live on stage
- 5 years of GitHub metadata and 42 TB code
stored in it to answer questions like: - How is
this run - Design decisions based on actual
usage of APIs - The most effective phrasing
to request changes - Effects of social media
- Beyond project stars - Community health Static code analysis - Tabs or spaces?

13.10

11.30-18.00

Room N10

Felipe Hoffa (Google)
Language: English - Level: Intermediate

12.30

ROOM N11: Digital Transformation of the Italian Government by Simone Piunno (Digital Transformation Team)

DomusDotNet, DotNetCode
& dotNET{podcast} Meetup Serverless Computing

# S E E YO U TO M O R R OW

If you are working on an app
and you wish to boost the
communication capabilities,
don’t miss these labs!
Join us in the Cisco
Area anche choose your
hands-on lab! Meet Cisco
specialists who will help
you in discovering all the
functionalities of Cisco Spark
and Tropo and actually help
you to integrate them in your
app easily.
The codelabs hands-on will
run throughout the first day
of Codemotion Milan, from
11 am to 6 pm: come and
say hello at any time. The
entrance is free and you can
choose among any of the
following sessions:
How to participate:
- No need to reserve: just go
to room N4.

